
                                                        
 

Teatteri Tuomikko (Tuomikko Theatre) 
Is a touring puppet theatre, which brings performances and workshops 
easily to where you are! 

 

Teatteri Tuomikko is the solo theatre by Terhi Tuomikko. Terhi is a Drama Instructor and 
puppeteer, who also works as an actress, director and Instructor. The performances are all 
directed at children. They are enchanting stories that build self esteem and hope for the future. 
The repertoire is mainly in finnish but the most recent performance called; Suru puserossa is 
speechless with music and suits all language audiences. It is built to be easily transferable and 
is excellent for a festival. Please contact teatterituomikko@gmail.com or +358405516130. 

 

Tuomikko Theatre's Repertoire: 
SURU PUSEROSSA – Sorrow shirt 

When Troll loses his friend Bunny the grief is so huge that his shirt turns black. The recovering 
process starts and during it emotions vary, food is of little interes and laughing makes one feel 
guilty. As the seasons change sadness slowly starts to loosen its grip and the shirt starts to 
lose black pieces until there is left the last  nostalgic piece, a memory that will neves 
disappear.  

This speechless puppet theatre production is a beautiful story that is composed throughout 
with equally beautiful music. It gives hope to recover from sad incidents. The diversity of 
sorrow becomes understandable and easy to approach, safely and gently like in a warm hug. 

Length: 30min 

Suitable for kids 3-10years old. 

Screenplay, puppet making, set, props and puppeteering: Terhi Tuomikko 

Music: Marko Häkkinen 

Direction: Seppo-Ilmari Siitonen 

Space needs: 3m x 3m, electricity max. 20m away. 
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UKKOSEN POIKA - SON OF THUNDER 

Puppetshow where there is flying with an umbrella, having anger fits and searching for tips to 
calm us down. 

 

TAIKAOVET - MAGICAL DOORS 

A touching performance about a tiny Maggot baby who would love to be bigger, faster 
and more courageous. 

. 

SIIVETÖN YSTÄVÄ - FRIEND WITHOUT WINGS 

A puppet show about understanding diversity. Can an elf become friends with a troll who has 
no wings? 

 

MUMMO KERTOI TARINOITA - GRANNY TOLD STORIES 

A beautiful performance about waiting for a birthday and childhood memories. 

 

  

Tuomikko Theatre also organises puppet workshops for children and 
grownups both together and separate.  

 

Please contact: teatterituomikko@gmail.com or phone +358405516130 
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